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Abstract
The writer recognition task has received a lot of interests during the last decade due to it wide range of applications.
This task includes writer identification and/or writer verification. However, all the researches assumed that they dispose
of a large amount of text to identify or authenticate the writer, which is never the case in real-life applications. In this
paper, we present an original approach for the writer authentication task based on the analysis of a unique sample
of a handwriting word. We used the Levenshtein edit distance based on Fisher-Wagner algorithm to estimate the
cost of transforming one handwritten word into another. Such method has been successfully applied for signature
authentication and voice recognition. In order to apply it to handwriting words, we developed a segmentation module
to generate the graphemes; considered as elementary components for each word. We evaluated this approach on part
of the IAM database (100 writers), where half of them provided three samples only of the same word. The obtained
results are very promising since we succeed to accept correctly in 87 % of cases when we used the whole database
(100 writers) and up to 92 % when we used 40 writers.
Keywords: Verification, Authentication, Writer recognition, Edition distance, Levenshtein distance, Wagner-Fisher
algorithm, Graphemes, IAM database, ROC curves
1 Introduction
Handwriting has always taken an important place in
human lives. Even with the emergence of sophisticated
devices (Ipad, smart phones, etc.), people still prefer
writing. As a result, the amount of handwritten docu-
ments surrounding us is in continuous increase day
after day. Researchers are trying to provide solutions to
manage automatically this huge quantity of documents
by developing specific tools based on the analysis of
each specific need (see Fig. 1). The type of analysis de-
pends also on the handwriting document acquisition
mode (online or offline). In this paper, we focus in the
offline mode only.
Figure 1 shows various handwriting analysis, where re-
searchers have concentrated a lot of efforts for solving
specific tasks among which are handwriting recognition
[1, 2] and writer identification [3–5].
Forensic handwriting analysis has always been subject
to controversies, since forensic experts have been using
their subjective analysis by a visual inspection of the
handwriting. Most of the time, their analysis was based
on the inspection of specific character shapes or charac-
ter ligatures, thus making the analysis text dependent,
e.g., textual content is used during the analysis. The
need of a scientific and an objective tool has emerged,
and the scientists began proposing different approaches,
to recognize the writer automatically and efficiently. In-
deed, signature authentication is now mature enough to
be embedded in industrial applications [6]. However,
writer recognition began focusing interests recently due
to emerging potential applications: in court of justice
when there is a need to authenticate a will, in criminal
investigations [7], or even when there is a need to reveal
a genesis of some old manuscripts [8, 9].
Writer recognition is the process of revealing the iden-
tity of one individual based on the analysis of a sample
of his handwriting (behavioral feature). In this sense,
writer recognition can be presented as a biometric
process that can be performed according to two different
modes: identification and/or verification.
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 In the identification mode, the system takes one
unknown sample as input and must identify the
author among a set of writers stored and known by
the system.
 In the verification (authentication) mode, the system
takes two unknown samples as inputs and has to
decide whether these two samples have been written
by the same hand or not.
In this paper, we are interested in the verification
problem. Most studies have dealt with this issue by using
large handwriting samples, composed of many lines of
text (pages, one page or paragraph). Such approaches
operate by being text independent, e.g., verification of
the writer can be achieved whatever the textual content
of the samples provided. In this paper, we propose a new
approach for writer verification based on the analysis of
a single handwriting word sample only. Such experimental
setup is closely related to real-life application problems,
where experts must take their decision by the analysis of a
small sample of text of the writers: one word or even a
part of a word to authenticate the writer rather than hav-
ing a whole page or a paragraph. However, it is obvious
that the performance of any writer recognition system is
totally sample size dependent (small size sample means
lack of information). This question has not been studied
in the literature where the majority of studies have been
designed considering large sample size. In this study, we
have concentrated on the examination of very small sam-
ples of writing but considering similar text, thus designing
a text-dependent approach for writer verification. In other
words, the two samples taken as input by our verification
system have to be textually similar.
This paper is organized around four sections: we begin
by giving a brief state of the art about the main topics
in the writer recognition task. In the second part, we
present our system by introducing the notion of Levenstein
edition distance and the Wagner-Fisher algorithm [10]. In
the third part, we develop the experimentations by present-
ing the dataset used and the results. Finally, we draw some
perspectives to this work in the conclusion.
2 Literature review
The number of studies related to writer recognition has
significantly increased during the last decade. Some very
detailed states of the art have been proposed in [3–5]. In
the following section, we provide a framework that can
be used to compare the multiple studies.
2.1 Identification vs. verification
As mentioned before, the writer recognition problem can
be seen as a biometric problem. Two modes are available
to operate such recognition: the identification and the
verification. The identification system will always provide
a ranked list of possible writers known in the system’s
database, even if the writer to be identified does not exist
in this database. In this sense, the verification task pro-
vides a way of re-weighting this ranked list, allowing some
potential candidates to be rejected during the second
stage.
In the literature, we can distinguish two major schools:
those who consider the writer recognition as an identifi-
cation problem only [11–14] and those who consider it
to be split into two complementary problems: identifica-
tion and verification [15, 16]. The application domain has
always driven the motivations of such choices. However,
Fig. 1 Specific analysis of handwriting
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writer verification has received much less interest com-
pared to writer identification [17–20].
2.2 Samples: nature and size
In any handwriting analysis system, the handwriting sam-
ples play an essential role. They are used in both training
and test. Consequently, the system will be based on their
nature and on the quantity of information they may
contain.
Samples from different natures have been used. Even if
most of the studies used contemporary handwriting,
some of them have used samples of ancient inscriptions
and Byzantine codices [9]. In [16] the authors have stud-
ied the fourteenth century Dutch charters for writer
identification. The use of handwritten musical scores
[13] has also been a subject of interest.
In terms of sample size, different approaches have been
considered. The authors in [12, 18, 21] used one to several
pages; authors in [11] used paragraphs. However, only few
studies [20, 22] have tried to follow an experimental setup
where only small samples are available to identify or
authenticate the writer, facing similar conditions than
forensic examiners may be confronted to. This is mainly
due to the fact that sample size affects mainly the system’s
performance.
2.3 Script
Even if the first writer recognition systems have been
evaluated mainly with Latin languages, different systems
have emerged later and focused to other scripts. The
authors in [21] developed a Persian writer identification
system, [15] and [11] proposed a system for Arabic writers,
[23] for Chinese writers, [19] for Japanese writers, and [24]
for Telugu writers.
Unlike the handwriting recognition systems, where
each approach needs to be adapted and tailored to a
given language to improve the segmentation and the fea-
tures extraction process, the writer recognition systems
can be independent, to a certain limit, of any script bar-
rier. Indeed, most of the approaches did not take any ad-
vantage from the particularity or the textual content of
the script, since they process the samples as simple im-
ages [12, 16, 20], thus showing that the systems might
be adapted to different scripts provided some training
data are available.
2.4 Features
We already stated in our previous works [8] that the fea-
tures used in the writer recognition systems could be
classified into structural and statistical features. In this
section, we will focus on the features used in the verifi-
cation systems only.
The authors in [17] built their verification system on
the effect of the slant of handwriting. In order to extract
this feature, they used the probabilities of ink distribu-
tion on the contours, the Fraglets features (probabilities
of distribution of graphemes with pre-computed code-
book), and the probabilities distribution of angles com-
bination of the ink at boundaries. These features have
been evaluated using the IAM dataset using sentences
and they provided very good results of 98 % on average.
The authors in [19] based their approach on the Japanese
script. Their main feature was the pen pressure that they
extracted by analyzing the ink distribution. They used two
types of images, resulting from their multiband image
scanner, which generates visible and infrared images
(IR): two approaches have been used to extract the features.
With the visible images, they use the LBP (8-b binary code)
assigned to each pixel of their input grey level images. For
the IR images, they extract the pen pressure using the first
and the second order for some statistical measures such as
the following: variance, mean, skewness, kurtosis, energy,
and entropy.
Writer identification based on a single handwritten
word has not received enough interest despite its wide
range of application. Few authors only [20, 22, 25] ventured
to use one word for both training and testing. Indeed, the
authors in [22] tried to authenticate writers based on a sin-
gle word by cutting out the word and transforming it into a
six-dimensional time series and compared it by means of
DTW methods. The authors tried to use the IAM database;
however, they need a large number of occurrences from
each word, which pushed them to create their own dataset
(in German) made of 104 writers and where each writer
provided five samples for each word. The performances
reached 66.3 % when they use one word; however, when
they combine 12 words (authentication based on sentence),
the performances are higher and reached 99.6 %.
The authors in [20] proposed an approach, to authenti-
cate the writer, based on horizontal and vertical projec-
tions for the different regions of the handwritten word.
They evaluated their approach on a small dataset (English
and Greek) made of 20 different writers who provided
each 120 samples from the same sentence. The writer is
authenticated by the decision fusion on five different
words. Their results display a discrimination error smaller
than 1 % for a five-word sentence.
In [25], the authors proposed a text-dependent ap-
proach to authenticate writers based on their handwrit-
ing words. They exploited the images statistical pixels
directions by counting the occurrence of their transi-
tions, along predefined paths, within two pre-confined
chessboard distances. A two stage classification scheme
based on similarity measure and an SVM was used. In
order to evaluate their approach, the authors used the
same dataset in [20], but they added 20 other writers to
reach 40 writers. When the authors used one word to
authenticate the writer, the equal error rate is 15.5 % for
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the English words (22.8 % for the Greek words). This
rate decreases significantly when five words are used
simultaneously and their decisions merged to reach
4.08 % (5.71 % for the Greek words).
From the studies reviewed in this section, it seems
clear that the writer authentication based on handwritten
words has received less interests comparing to authen-
tication based on sentences or block of texts, this is
mainly due to the lack of writer individuality embedded
when the samples are small. In this paper, we propose
an approach that authenticates the writer based on a
single and unique handwritten word. To overcome the
problem of the lack of information, we decided to be
text dependent, and this allows us to examine, as the
forensic examiners, the elementary forms of both sam-
ples: the graphemes.
3 Proposed system
Our verification problem can be formulated as a com-
parison between two strings or two words. This com-
parison should be done by comparing their elementary
components two by two, ideally comparing their re-
spective characters two by two. This is especially true
if we know that the forensic examiners use this ap-
proach in authenticating the handwriting. Indeed, they
identify two elementary shapes in both samples and
they compare them in depth [26].
3.1 Edit distance
Defining our problem in such terms is similar to the def-
inition of the edit distance. Indeed, if we consider X and
Y as two distinct strings defined as follows:
X ¼ x0x1…xn
Y¼ y0y1…ym
The comparison of these two strings requires the
comparison of their elementary components, which can
be done according to different ways [27]. One of the
famous distances is the Levenshtein distance [28]. This
distance has already been used in different application:
in gesture recognition [29], in the online handwriting
recognition [30], in image sorting [31], and even in
plagiarism detection [32]. It consists in summarizing
the number of the elementary operations required to
transform the string X into the string Y using three
main operations:
1. Substitution x → y cost : γ(x, y)
2. Insertion λ→ y cost : γ(x, y)
3. Deletion x → λ cost : γ(x, y)
The Wagner-Fisher algorithm [33] is one among those
used to transform one string into another. It defines an
edit distance between strings, by eliminating the unreal-
istic constraint of equal lengths. This algorithm is wide-
spread and has already been used in several applications:
handwriting recognition [27], speech recognition [34],
and signature verification [35].
However, to be efficient in our case, the two samples
need to represent the same word. In other word, we
should be text dependent. Since, if we use two different
words, the cost of transforming one element of the string
X into another one from the string Y will always be high.
3.2 Graphemes
Considering character strings, the elementary elements
are characters. To be able to apply the edit distance to the
handwriting words, the elementary element should be the
character too. However, extracting characters from a
handwritten word is a recurrent and unsolvable problem
due to the segmentation complexity [33, 36]. To overcome
this problem, we decided to use a grapheme decompos-
ition of handwriting.
A grapheme is an elementary, graphical shape, result-
ing from a process of handwriting segmentation. This
elementary shape can be a character, if the segmentation
is perfectly done. However, in most cases, it can be just
a part of a character (over-segmentation) or a combin-
ation of many characters (under-segmentation) (see
Fig. 2).
In our approach, we are dealing with writer authentica-
tion, a perfect segmentation is not a barrier in our case,
since we are looking to preserve the writer individuality in
each grapheme [37], whatever this grapheme may be, a
whole character (perfect situation), piece of a character or
a combination of several characters.
We implemented a segmentation module that began
with the images binarization, a skeletonization, and an
upper contour image extraction. Our segmentation module
is based on the following steps, performed in the binarized
upper contour of the image:
 The baseline detection: we assume that the
junction between characters is usually located in
Fig. 2 Examples of over-segmentation (GR_6) and under-segmentation (GR_7)
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the baseline, which is a fictive line used by writers
to align their handwritings. We identify this area by
performing a vertical histogram analysis; we choose
the two highest values in the histogram to represent
this area.
 Isolate the connected components: for each
handwriting word (image), we identify the
connected components, which represent masses
of black pixels connected between each other.
 Segment only the biggest connected component:
since we are processing words, we assume that only
the biggest connected component, in terms of
number of black pixels, should be segmented.
Indeed, the rest of the components represent most
of the time single characters.
 Candidate points: for the selected connected
component Z of size (n, p), we consider all the black
horizontal points, at the baseline, as potential
segmentation points. We reduce their number by
eliminating the following:
◦ Points which cross holes and curves: for every
candidate point (xi, yj), we check all the pixels
(xi, yk), where k = 0..j − 1 and k = j + 1..n. If we
found at least two consecutive black pixels
(xi, yk) and (xi, y±k) both belonging to the same
connected component Z, we consider that we
are crossing a hole or a curve and we eliminate
the point (xi, yj) from the list of potential
segmentation points.
◦ Vertical lines: for each candidate point (xi, yj), we
check all the pixels (xi, yk), where k < j till the top
of the image. If we found a group of consecutive
black pixels, we consider that we are crossing a
line and we eliminate the point (xi, yj) from the list
of potential segmentation points.
 Segmentation points: for the remaining points, and
in order to reduce their number, we use a threshold
to merge several neighbor points in a single and
unique segmentation point. Some results are
presented in Fig. 3.
The rules embedded in our segmentation module
are specific to the Latin languages (English, French).
It cannot be used to segment Arabic or Chinese
handwritings due to their specificities, unless a deep
modification.
3.3 Edit distance between handwriting words
The writer verification based on handwriting words can
be formulated as a process of calculation of edit distances
between two simples’ handwriting strings. Let X and Y be
the two handwriting words:
X¼ x0x1…xn
Y¼ y0y1…ym
where xi and yj represent, respectively, their graphemes.
We also define the substitution function, which associ-
ate a cost of transforming one grapheme xi into another
grapheme yj by a similarity measure (correlation). The
Fig. 3 Graphemes generated from part of IAM database
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algorithm for computing the edit distance between
handwriting words is defined as follows:
where sim(xi, yj) is the correlation measure between the
two normalized graphemes xi and yj. The graphemes
have been normalized to 50 × 50 pixels.
Indeed, high values of the transformation cost of X
into Y reflects a low variability intra-words, which implies
that the two words may have been written by the same
hand, whereas low values of cost transformation reflects a
great variability which implies that the two words may
have been written by different writers.
4 Experimentation and results
4.1 Dataset
In order to evaluate our approach and to make our
performances comparable with other approaches, we
decided to use one of the famous handwriting databases
available: the IAM database [38]. This English handwriting
dataset is made of 657 writers. It has been created initially
for handwriting recognition purposes to evolve later on to
allow writer recognition purposes. Each writer has been
asked to write at least one form that has been scanned in
gray level at a 300-dpi resolution. These forms have been
segmented into 115,320 words stored in separate files.
As mentioned before, our system requires the two
words in input to be textually the same. In this regard,
we investigated the IAM database to look for the words
written by the maximum number of writers and, at the
same time, written several times by every single writer,
but no word satisfied such criteria. Then, we made the
choice to identify for each writer the longest word
written at least three times.
Forty-four different words have been identified, written
by 50 different writers generating 150 images (see Fig. 4a)
that have been used for the intra-writer distance computa-
tion. These 44 words have different sizes varying from five
characters, for the shortest words (like, “should,” “added,”
“piece”…), up to 13 characters for the longest words (like,
“advertisement”).
Four other words have been written by 50 other
writers generating 50 different images (see Fig. 4b) that
have been used for the inter-writer distance calculations.
The words used in this dataset were as follows: “Govern-
ment,” “Yesterday,” “Tradition,” and “Younger”.
In summary, we used 100 writers from the IAM data-
set, 50 writers were used to generate the intra-writer
distances, and the rest was used to generate the inter-
writer distances.
4.2 Discussion and results
We evaluated our system progressively, with 20 writers
only at the beginning, then 40, 60, 80, and finally 100
writers (the whole database). No fusion decision is made,
and the distance calculated is based on a unique hand-
written word.
Since our approach can be formulated as a two class
decision, we generated a ROC (receiver operating char-
acteristic) curve for each size of the dataset used (see
Fig. 5). The ROC curve shows the false positive rate
error (deciding that the two handwriting words belong
to different writers, when it is wrong) against the true
positive rate (deciding that the two handwriting words
belong to the same writer, when it is true) and this by
varying the threshold decision values. The perfect point
in any ROC curve should be in the top left corner.
It seems clear that the performances are high when
the probability of confusion is low; when the size of the
database is small (20 writers). In this case, we display re-
sults of correct authentication in around 98 % of the
cases; however, we rejected wrongly in 17 % of the cases.
These results are lower compared to those obtained in
[20] where the error rate was less than 1 %; however,
they used a decision fusion of five words at the same
time. Our rates decrease naturally when the size of the
database increases to accept correctly in 92 % with a
dataset of 40 and reject wrongly in 15 %. Our results
seems better compared to those obtained in [25] with
the same dataset size, where the authors display results
of 74.5 % of good acceptance.
The most relevant results are those obtained with the
whole dataset (100 writers). In this case, the best per-
formance we achieved was 87 % of good acceptance,
where the authors in [22] achieved 66.7 % with the same
number of writers, and 27 % of false rejection.
Compared to other approaches, our method seems
displaying a very good results, despite a high rate of false
rejection (27 %) in the case of 100 writers. The first rea-
son that can explain these results is for sure the lack of
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Fig. 5 ROC curves for writer verification with different database size
Fig. 4 Samples from the intra-database (a) and the inter-database (b) writers
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information: some writers have been represented with
five-character words only which cannot embed all the
variability and the specificity of the writer. In addition,
we analyzed the cases where our system accept/reject
wrongly, and it seems that even for our human eyes, the
handwritten samples are too different (or too similar) to
be considered belonging to the same writer (to different
writers). Indeed, Fig. 6a shows a high handwriting variabil-
ity for intra-writer (words written by the same writer, but
different shape every time) where Fig. 6b shows a low hand-
writing variability for inter-writers. The consequence of
such situation is a different segmentation and a generation
of a different set of graphemes that cannot be matched.
Finally, if we compare these results with those ob-
tained in [20, 22, 25], ours are very promising if we put
in light the fact that the authentication is based really on
a single word, no fusion or merge decisions are made
with any other words. In addition, we evaluated our sys-
tem on a 100 writer’s dataset at the opposite of [20] who
used 20 writers only. We used only three samples per
writer where [20, 22, 25] used five samples and finally in
our system no fusion decision was made.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we dealt with the writer recognition problem.
We focused in the verification task, where we proposed a
new approach to authenticate writers based on a single
word of their handwriting.
We considered the writer authentication problem
similar to a signature authentication problem where the
Levenshtein edit distance has been considered. Indeed,
we used the Wagner-Fisher algorithm that allows esti-
mating the cost of transforming one handwritten word
into another one by evaluating the cost of transformation
of their elementary components. As an elementary com-
ponent of handwriting words (strings), we chose the
grapheme. We generated the graphemes using a segmen-
tation module that analyzes the upper images contours
after binarization and a skeletonization process.
The approach has been evaluated on a part of the
IAM database, where 100 writers were involved. Fifty
writers were used to generate the intra-class distances
and the rest to generate the inter-class distances. We
used three samples per word for the intra-distances. The
writers were represented through a single handwriting
word made of 5 to 13 characters in length.
The obtained results are very promising regarding the
small amount of information that we used. We succeeded
to accept correctly in 87 % of cases when we used the
whole database (100 writers) and up to 92 % when we
used 40 writers. We analyzed the rejected cases of our sys-
tem and the high variability for the intra-writer is one of
the explanations. Indeed, when two samples written by the
same hand are different, the segmentation module will
behave differently producing different graphemes that
cannot be matched.
As future works, we want to proceed to a selection
process among the graphemes produced by choosing
those who embed the most relevant variability informa-
tion as the forensic examiners may do.
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